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ONNER CHOVE

I had been in severe pain for years. My symptoms were neck and shoulder pain radiating
down my arms and elbows towards my hands.
I searched high and low for a Dr. who could
help me, and no one could understand my pain.
Many of the Docs i saw would diagnose me with
fibromyalgia, depression, and other ridiculous
symptoms and tell me to take pain and depression medication. None of the Docs I had seen
would offer advice to see a chiropractor. This is
when I spoke to a friend about seeing a chiropractor. She told me her chiropractor helped her
tremendously but hers was too far away for me,
so i set out to find one near me. I found one, but
this chiropractor told me he wasn’t able to help
me after I had a MRI. Because I had a reverse S
shaped neck and numerous bulging disc in my
neck. This is when he referred me to Dr. Manela, a specialist in his field. This man is amazing.
He has helped me to the point where i feel like i
could kill two bulls with my bare hands!

LAURAH CALLIGAN

I started seeing the doctor about a month ago
with sever lower back pain. I was having trouble sitting or standing for long periods of time. I
felt 100% better after the first adjustment. Every
couple of days I would go back to the doctor for
an adjustment. The full force of the pain never
returned and about a day after each adjustment
I was noticing my back felt a little better. I returned to my normal routine after that first adjustment and have enjoy being more and more
pain free with the continued treatment. I have
also noticed other issues have gone away like
being able to fully turn my head from side to
side. I never realized I had limited movement
in my neck until after he started adjusting me.
This is the best Chiropractor I have ever been to
and I would gladly send my loved ones to him
in the future.

MATTHEW DANIELS

I started seeing the doctor about a month ago with
sever lower back pain. I was having trouble sitting
or standing for long periods of time. I felt 100% better after the first adjustment. Every couple of days I
would go back to the doctor for an adjustment. The
full force of the pain never returned and about a day
after each adjustment I was noticing my back felt a
little better. I returned to my normal routine after
that first adjustment and have enjoy being more and
more pain free with the continued treatment. I have
also noticed other issues have gone away like being
able to fully turn my head from side to side. I never
realized I had limited movement in my neck until
after he started adjusting me. This is the best Chiropractor I have ever been to and I would gladly send
my loved ones to him in the future.
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TMJ • CARPAL TUNNEL • SHOULDER PAIN • ARM PAIN • LOWER BACK PAIN
SCIATICA • BELL’S PALSY • TICTALARU • CRANIAL NERVE V AND VII • HERNIATED DISC

0200-1537

xperience

Over 28 Years of E

• Kennedy Adjustment
Decompression Table
• Class IV Epic Therapy Laser
• Arthrostim Adjustment Instrument
• State-of-the-Art Digital
X-Ray Machine

